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	Text Field 11: Do you want your name to go down in History as a revolutionary? Leave your mark on this country as a person who made significant change? Be someone who changed lives? Even save lives? Engineering is the tool that makes this happen, this elective teaches all you need to know about the developments from the past and present to get you thinking about your future
	Text Field 12: Term 1- Crash testing of VehiclesLearn all about automotive crash testing, including crash test programs, ratings, dummies and future improvements. You'll be amazed at how much thought and preparation goes into making sure that safe cars are on the roads!Term 2- Building BridgesFirst used in ancient times when modern civilizations started rising, bridges helped drive the development of engineering in the pursuit of more powerful and larger structures. Discover the process that an engineer uses to design a bridge, including determining loads, calculating the highest load, and calculating the amount of material to resist the loads. Term 3- Flight MechanicsAre you interested in the fundamental concepts behind flying? How does a wing generate lift? Discover the science behind flying by investigating aeronautics, aerodynamics and flight mechanics.
	Text Field 13: Portfolio showcasing project work on crash testing vehicles, bridge building and flight mechanics
	Text Field 14: Trip to the Transport Research Laboratories to observe crash testing of vehicles.Trip to see bridges in London (Millenium bridge, Tower Bridge, Chelsea Bridge)Visit to Emirates Aviation Experience.
	Text Field 15: IMechE: Institution of Mechanical Engineers101 Things I Learned in Engineering School by John Kuprenas  (Author), Matthew Frederick  (Collaborator)
	Text Field 16: Data analysis of impact test dataCalculating impact forces, acceleration of vehiclesUsing formulae to calculate forces in tension and compressionApplications of different types of materials.
	Text Field 17: Problem solving.Critical thinking Analytical skillsTeam workConfidenceIndependenceResilienceGlobal awareness
	Text Field 18: Mathematics Physical EducationPhysicsProduct Design
	Text Field 19: Aeronautical EngineeringArchitectureMathematicsMechanical EngineeringProduct DesignSports Engineering
	Subject 1: Mechanical Engineering


